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ABSTf^GT

The needs of business and industry dictate that

students be taught skills transferable to the workplace.

Teaching collaborative writing for real-world application
to the field of technical writing is one way to help

prepare students for future employment in scientific and
technical industries where the communication of technical

information is part of conducting "daily business. Research
in the field of technical writing and composition shows

that teaching collaborative writing not only prepares

students for the: workplace but teaches and reinforces

communication skills necessary to be successful in academic
as well as professional pursuits. The research presented in
this thesis relates collaborative writing theory with

practice in the classrooifi/ and relates classroom practices
with collaborative writing in the workplace. A case is made
for teaching collaborative writing in composition and
technical coinmunicatiOh classes as part of the college and

university curriculum. A proposal is also offered to form
coalitions between acadeiiiia and the workplace to ensure that

what is taught in the classroom is relevant and transferable
to the workplace.
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I'NTRODUCTION .:

llmily Sopensky points out in "The SkiTl ahci Art, o
Collaboration," that "current trends in company downsizing
and the ever more compressed time to market require the

cddperatiori and interaction of several people! to deliver
quality products in record time" (709). For most companies
to remain competitive in all facets of production, including

the production of technical information, collaboration is
necessary.

The use of collaboration to produce technical documents

is commonplace in businesses and industries such as Lockheed
Martin, IBM, or Microsoft, where producing quality products

or providing services is dependent upon communicating tech
nical information as an integral part of daily business.
To meet the needs of business and industry, students

must learn collaborative writing skills in composition or
technical communication classes to help prepare them for

future employment possibly in the field of technical writ

ing.

In many technical publication departments or other

areas within companies where dociamentation is produced,
there is a need for writers who not only possess good

writing skills, but who also have the ability to work in
collaborative writing situations. Teaching collaborative

writing, therefore, adds value to what our students learn

about writing because it helps them see the relatibnship
between wbat they learn in the classroom and how that learn-;

ing can be applied to real-world writing.
Linda Flower in Problem Solving Strategies for Writdhg

describes what she calls "real-world writing." Real-world ; :^

writing is "the kind of writing people do when they know
something they want to communicate to a reader, who wants or
needs to hear it" (4).

Flower also mentions that "one of

the most common yet demanding kinds of real-world writing

people do is expository writing, or writing that analyzes or

explains" (4). Technical writing is one type of expository
writing that Flower may be referring to as real-world writ
ing because in technical writing "the writer has something
to say, the reader needs or wants to hear it, and the topic
demands clear and logical discussion" (4).

Technical writing is a field where the need for good
writers continues to provide job opportunities in techno

logical or scientific industries like those previously men
tioned. Therefore, it is vital to the future of composition

and technical communication programs in our colleges and
universities to form coalitions with the world of work by

teaching and reinforcing skills needed in the workplace.

Through the research I present in this thesis, I hope

to provide an awareness of the importance of using collabo
rative writing activities in composition or technical commu
nication classes, especially those activities providing the
best transference of classroom learning to the workplace.

Collaborative writing in the workplace usually involves

working on a given project as part of a team where the writ

ing tasks are divided among the members. The members of the
team may include not only technical writers but also engi
neers, designers, product training personnel, or even mem

bers of management, who are all brought together to produce

a proposal, report, technical manual, or any of various
other types of technical documentation.

Using collaborative teams like those used in business
and industry is one method of producing documents where

often more is accomplished as a team than one person might

accomplish alone.

Teaching this process of writing in the

classroom presents challenges as well as benefits. In

"Writing as Collaboration," James A. Reither and Douglas

Vipond discuss the use of collaborative writing projects to
teach composition and the benefits of writing as teams. They
believe collaborative writing "enables a small team to

accomplish more than its members could acting individually"
(864). Reither and Vipond, however, base their remark on

collaborative writing projects ^in the classroom;:what takes

place in the workplace is often quitevdifferentvvTbey do not;
necessarily imply that writing as teams shortens the time

line of a writing project; on the- contrary/:,it often length
ens it. The benefits, however, of group. participation can

often outweigh the added time spent. Students in Reither's

and Vipond's classes learn what constitutes collaboration by

participating in what are termed as ^'short-range activities
such as coauthoring and peer editing" and a long-range col
laborative activity called "knowledge-making," where stu
dents learn to collaborate on investigative research

/ Adding to what Reither and Vipond have stated about the
benefits of "team" writing, I believe collaborative writing

also tests the parameters of group dynamics and provides
each individual member of a collaborative writing group with
an environment for writing that can be both stimulating and

challenging. What collaborative writing should also be (but
sometimes is not in these situations) is a unified effort by

a group whose interaction among its members enhances and
adds quality and dimension to the production of a document
through group decision-making.
Within the decision-making process, however, is the

potential for substantive conflict which can involve

political, personal, or even petty rivalries. This aspect
of collaboration, however, provides an opportunity to better

understand group dynamics and how the organization of col
laborative writing groups can affect the quality of the

writing and the success or failure of the group to complete
the writing project.

Meg Morgan's study in "Patterns of Composing: Connec
tions Between Classroom and Workplace Collaborations"

provides research dri group dynamics in relation to writing
collabdratiVely. Her study demonstrates the way groups or

ganize to accomplish writing in the workplace bears a direct
relationship to the way student groups organize a writing
task in the classroom. Morgan believes these processes of

organization used in the classroom are transferable to the
workplace environment.

Based on Morgan's study of both classroom and workplace
collaborative writing, as well as Reither and Vipond's re-

Search into ways to effectively use collaborative writing

projects to teach composition, it seems relevant and neces
sary to further examine collaborative writing in the class
room and how it compares with writing done in the workplace,
specifically technical writing.

I begin this examination of collaborative writing and
technical writing in Chapter One of this thesis where I

discuss: techriiGal writing

Process using several

technical writing handbooks as well as academic research on
technical writing as a basis for this discussion. Collabora

tive writing proceSs theory as presented in current composi
tion and technical writing research is also presented in
this chapter.

;

Chapter Two contains a discussion of technical writing

instruction and the limitations posed by many of the

technical writing texts presently used in most technical
coinmunication classes. Technical writing instruction where

collaborative projects are part of the curriculum is also
examined. Various collaborative writing projects designed to

;engage students in "real-world" writing activities they

might one day do in the workplace are described and evalu
ated. Collaborative writing in the classroom as it relates
to various modes of collaboration, coauthoring versus group

projects, and criteria for goOd collaborative writing as
signments is also presented. Additional discussion of
collaborative writing projects and activities for use in

composition or technical communications courses is provided
'■ in Appendix A.

Chapter Three contains descriptions of several collabo
rative technical writing situations in the workplace as de

tailed by Andrea Lundsford and Lisa Ede in Singular Texts/
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Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative Writing.

A

brief description of collaborative technical writing in the
technical publications department at Lockheed Martin where I
work as an editor is also provided in this chapter. A more

detailed description of a typical collaborative writing pro

ject at Lockheed Martin is presented in Appendix B. This
examination of technical collaborative writing situations in

the workplace provides the basis for determining if the way
collaborative writing is accomplished in the workplace re

lates to the way students are being prepared in the class
room to do this type of writing.

Chapter Four contains an analysis of the material pre
sented in the previous chapters in relation to the transfer
ence of classroom learning to the workplace. Social and

political implications that evolve when colleges and univer
sities form coalitions with the world of work is also dis

cussed in relation to the role the study of writing plays in

determining the success or failure of our students when they
enter the workplace.

Through presentation and analysis of current research
on technical and collaborative writing; examination of col

laborative writing in the classroom as discussed by Kyle
Anne Gearhart, Meg Morgan, Reither and Vipond and others;
discussion of collaborative writing in workplace settings as

described in the research of Lundsford and Ede; and my

personal observations of writing in the workplace, I will
demonstrate that collaborative writing skills taught in the

classroom can be transferred to collaborative writing situa

tions in the workplace despite their differences in praxis.
As a working professional in the field of technical
communication, I plan to use this research to lay the foun

dation for proposing changes in some of the methods of per

forming collaborative writing in the workplace. These

changes would be designed to make better use of writing
skills taught in the classroom, and to promote effective
transference of knowledge from the classroom to the work
place.

CHAPTER ONE

Exiting pirocsss thsory sncoiupasses many diffsnsnt as~

pects of how writers write. In this chapter the processes
involved in technical writing as a specific kind of writing,
and collaborative writing as a specific method of writing
are both examined in relation to rhetorical concerns, and

group organization and interaction.
Technical Writing as a Writing Process

In The Elements of Technical Writing, Gary Blake and

Robert W. Ely describe technical writing as a field that is
"defined by its subject matter: It is writing that deals
with topics of a technical nature. By technical we mean any

thing to do with the specialized areas of science and tech
nology" (3). Blake and Ely also point out a number of
industries where technical writing is most often accom

plished which include aerospace, defense contractors, con
sxomer electronics, chemical processing, pulp and paper,

mining, construction, fiber optics, instrumentation and con
trols, as well as other industries and businesses related to
the physical, natural, and social sciences.
The main difference between technical writing and

ordinary composition is purpose. The main purpose of most
technical writing is to communicate useful or needed
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information. Technical writing shares many of the same at

tributes of other types of writing; however, the technical

nature of the subjects of technical writing make its style
and content often quite different.

Good technical writing according to Blake and Bly is

technically accurate, useful, concise, complete, clear, con
sistent, correct in spelling, punctuation and grammar, tar

geted toward a specific audience, well organized, and
finally, interesting.

This last item is important because

if the writing is boring and does not keep the reader's

attention, it has no hope of ever being read, despite the
possible importance of its subject matter.

According to Linda Flower's definition of "real-world

writing in Problem Solving Strategies for Writings technical
writing seems to exemplify her concept of a writer having
something to say the reader wants to hear. The skills re

quired to do this "real-world writing" Flower describes, are
often the most difficult to iearn because the writer usually

faces three major tasks; making meaning, coittmunicating, and
persuading (5).

The first of these tasks, making meaning, involves mak

ing sense out of complex situations using words. Flower says
that "a writer must use language to make meaning, ie., to

name key issues, to describe their interrelationships, and
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turn that sense of the whole into concepts expressed Iri;

^

words'^ (5) * This task best describes the impetus behind
technical writing. The Complexity of scientific and techno

logical knowledge makes it essential for the writer to bring
this knowledge intd the real®^ of the reader so the reader
can make sense of it.

The second task, communicating, is uniquely germane to

technical writing. The need to communicate effectively makes

it necessary for the writer to "use language to anticipate

and guide the reader" (5). Lois Johnson Rew, in Introduction
to Technical Writing^ Process and Practice, reiterates
Flower's task of communicating, with specific application to

technical writing: "technical writing is the communication

of specific

usually technical information to an identified

reader..." (2). ;
Flower's third task, persuasion, is used in situations
where "a writer often has to move another person not only

to understand but to respond or take some action" (5).
Persuasion is often an integral part of technical writing,

particularly in proposal writing, where the writer must
convince a particular reader to accept the ideas presented
J,,in the proposal. •

Deborah C. Andrews, and Margaret D. Blickle, in

Technical Writing: Principles and Forms, mention three
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aspects of technical writing that:relate to Flower's three ■
major writing tasks of making meaning, communicating, and

persuading. These three aspects involve their definition of
rhetoric. Rhetoric, they state, is "the art of writing or

speaking to achieve a particular effect such as to persuade,
instruct, or describe" (4). Adding to that definition,
Edward P.J. Corbett in Classical Rhetoric for the Modern

Student states, [rhetoric] "deals with the use of discourse,

either spoken or written, to inform or persuade or motivate
an audience

" (3). The addition of "audience" to the defi

nition correlates with Andrew's and Blickle's claim that

good [technical] writing is "appropriate to the subject,

purpose, and audience" (4). In other words good technical
writing is writing that by the nature of its subject and

purpose is directed to a particular audience in order to in
form, persuade or motivate them in some way.
Andrews and Blickle also believe that in technical

writing "words may be selected and arranged in an almost
infinite number of ways (limited only by the conventions

of language itself) to fit the specific rhetorical situa
tion" (4). They seem to place few restrictions on using lan

guage to express the rhetorical concerns of communicating
technical information that describes, instructs, or per

suades and in turn achieves success in accomplishing
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Flower's writing tasks of making meaning, communicating, and

In Technical Report Writing^ James W. Souther, and

Myron L,.

the process >of;tech^

writing as one

that is dictated to by the demands of:^ t

"Most

scientific a:nd technical writing, whether in business, In

dustry, or government results from assigned work. Writing

grows out of work, and writers rarely find themselves able
to write about subjects they choose" (2). This lack of being
able to choose a subject is compounded by having to write

according to specific style guidelines or requirements

imposed

by the customer, government agency, or the writer's

own company. These restrictions along with specified purpose

and audience provisions make the task of technical writing a

process, which I believe both Souther and White would agree,
is highly controlled.

Collaborative Writing Process Theory

Collaborative Writing Defined

:;

In "Collaboration Is Not Collaboration Is Not

Collaboration; Writing Center Tutorials vs. Peer-Response

Groups," Muriel Harris provides a simplified definition of
collaborative writing: "writing involving two or more writ

ers working together to produce a joint product" (369).
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Harris also mentions terms such as ''shared document collabo

ration" that Nancy Allen and her coauthors use in "What

Experienced Collaborators Say About Collaborative Writing,"
and "coauthorship," the term Lisa Ede and Andrea Lundsford
use in "Why write

Together?'f^^

the collabora

tive writing they do. Harris describes Ede's and Lundsford
cpllaboration as "a melding process by which they create one
text together, discovering and thinking through ideas to

gether, talking through sections togethery and writing
drafts together" (369).

Entily Sopensky in the "Skill and Art of Cpllaboration,"
sums up collaborative work in geheral, but also with refer

erice to collaborative writing:

worst coliaboratiye

work engenders confusion and inconsistency/ at its best, it
offers opportunities for heightened creativity and enhanced

guality" (7091

Ihst statement that seems to Uh

derpin the dichotomy of collaboration. Subsequently, it
makes the decision to work collaboratively, one that re

quires the realization of the possible consequences of col
laboration, which may either add to or detract from the
end-product.

Chuck Keller, in "A Practical Approach for Managing

Team Writing Projects," defines collaborative writing in
terms of two basic forms: "The writing segments can be
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assigned to individuals and then merged later, or the team

writing can be a collective effort with group members in
volved in all writing phases" (695). Keller provides a more
detailed definition of collaborative writing by listing

four types of collaborative writing that David Farkas de

scribes in "Collaborative Writing, Software Development, and
the Universe of Collaborative Activity,":
(1) Joint development of text by two or more peo

ple; (2) Contribution of document components by
two or more people; (3) Development of a document

by one or more people/ modified by edit and/or re
view by one or more people; and (4) Development of
a document by one person who interactively works
with one or more people and drafts the document

based on the input from the contributor(s). (695)

Farkas's four types of collaboration provide a broad view of
collaboration which allows for certain parameters such as

the organizational structure of writing groups to guide and
shape the collaborative effort.

The makeup of any collaborative group is also influ

enced by certain rhetorical concerns: the content (subject)
of the written work, the purpose for writing (persuade, de

scribe, inform), and the audience who will read and possibly
be motivated by the writing. These rhetorical concerns in
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relation to collaborative writing ate discussed in the
following, section.

Collaborative Writing as Rhetoric

Charles E. Beck states in "Rhetoric and the Collabora

tive Nature of Technical Communication," that "since
rhetoric is the art of human discourse, rhetoric forms the

theoretical base for the field of technical communication"

(781). He goes on to say that ^'technical communication in
volves a rhetor acting on behalf of an organization. Conse

quently, the rhetor usually is not the originator of the
ideas, for the ideas themselves may come from other

individuals or groups..

(783). His concept of a rhetor

as a representative of others provides the basis for col
laborative writing

working as a team ^^crafting ideas,

inventions, or programs developed by others so that the
information is accessible by a user who needs the infor
mation to act" (783). Beck echoes Linda Flower's concept
of ^'real-world writing" in that it is writing done as

the result of having something to communicate that some
one wants or needs to know. Beck's ideas also reflect
the rhetorical concerns of audience and purpose without
which there would be no need to collaborate in the
first place.
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David L. Wallace in "Collaborative Planning and Trans
forming Knowledge," also takes a rhetorical approach to col

laborative writing by pointing out the need business and
technical writers often have to "write for multiple pur
poses, addressing the needs and attitudes of different and
sometimes conflicting audiences" (41). This is the reason

that he and others "have begun to use assignments that simu
late workplace situations to prepare students for these
situations" (41). Wallace continues by saying that "despite

these efforts, many student writers fail to realize that

audiences have different needs" and therefore, they must
learn to do what he calls "transform knowledge" to meet the
needs of different rhetorical situations (41).

Wallace also feels that students need to "learn to go

beyond collecting and arranging information" (42). This is
particularly true for writing tasks in business and techni
cal communication courses, such as proposal writing where he

feels it is necessary to create "an audience-specific argu
ment that demonstrates how the proposed solution addresses

critical aspects of the problem" (42). He also cites several

studies that suggest that most elementary, junior high and
even first-year college writers "may not have developed an
awareness that writing can do more than report information

or the skills necessary to transform knowledge according to
rhetorical concerns" (42).
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He seems to believe, however, that most students are

"developmentally ready to do the knowledge transformation
that rhetorical planning demands" by the time they take

upper division business or technical communications courses
(Wallace 43).What this means in terms of collaborative

writing is that students at this level are able to make de
cisions about what their purpose for writing is and what
needs of their audience must be met. This awareness of pur

pose and audience is paramount to being able to transform
knowledge in the way Wallace describes and work effectively
in collaborative writing situations.

Kyle Anne Gearhart in "A Collaborative Writing Project
in a Technical Communication Course," also mentions the need

for technical writing students to learn the concept of audi
ence analysis. She says that "the concept of audience

analysis is generally foreign to my students, but they need
to be aware that once they graduate and start writing in the

workplace, they will be addressing audiences who are unfa
miliar with their field as frequently as they will address
audiences who share their expertise" (362). Gearharfs ob
servation about her students' lack of awareness of audience
reinforces Wallace's belief that assignments in the class

room should not only be relevant to the workplace, but

should incorporate rhetorical concerns such as audience.

18

Substantive Conflict in Collaborative Writing
In addition to the organization aspects and rhetorical
concerns involved in collaborative writing situations is the
concept of substantive conflict. Various kinds of conflict

can occur in collaborative situations. Citing the research
of Rebecca Burnett, Chuck Keller points out in "A Practical
Approach for Managing Team Writing Projects," that "con

flicts caused by individual or situational dynamics are not
necessarily bad...Burnett identifies affective conflict

(interpersonal disagreement) procedural conflict (disagree
ment over how the group should operate), and substantive

conflict (disagreement about content and rhetoric). Of these
substantive conflict is seen as a possible enhancement to

the decision process—particularly in a cooperative rather
than a competitive context" (698).

David L. Wallace in "Collaborative Planning and Trans
forming Knowledge," believes that substantive conflict is an

important consideration in collaborative writing activities
because he says, it "may serve different functions in group
activities where participants are coauthors than it does

when collaborators are helping each other with singleauthored documents" (58). This means that differences that
arise in group planning may not be as crucial to the overall

writing process in an individual writing situation, because
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a writer can reject what others in t^^

how

ever in collaborative writing situations that are based on

coauthoring, resolving substantive conflict involves group
decisions that must be adhered to if the group is to be suc
cessful in its collaboration.

In "Recent Research on Collaborative Writing in Indus
try,"Mary Beth Debs states this same idea but in a differ

ent way when she mentions how Meg Morgan and Mary Murray in
"Insight and Collaborative Writing," "suggest that groups
need to be open; interpersonal conflicts and intolerance to

multiple perspectives may overwhelm a group's efforts to :
make decisions in producing a document" (482). Debs also

mentions several studies that show the success of a group
"depends on a group's ability to plan and negotiate through

difficulties; failures may be caused by a group's inability
to resolve conflict and to reach consensus. The conflicts,"

she continues, "most often arise from different interpreta

tions of the rhetorical situation, different concepts of the
intended audience, and different purposes" (481). This

observation also underscores the importance of rhetorical
concerns such as audience and purpose that both Wallace and
Gearhart mention.

Carol McGarry in "An Overview of Collaborative Writing
for the Publications Manager," also addresses the role of
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conflict in collaboration when she mentions how conflict can

refocus a group and send them in new directions in search of
answers to their disagreements. On the other hand, she also
mentidns that conflict can slow down the progress of a

group. The iie^^ to using conflict in collaboration is diffi
cult to achieve; however, she points out that "encouraging

iand sustaining ^

conflict may be a difficult and

complicated task, but finding the mediiua is necessary for
successful collaboration" (31).

McGarry's ideas and the research of Burnett seem to
correlate with both Debs and Gearhart's concerns regarding

conflict

that the success or failure of a collaborative

group depends on its ability to resolve conflicts, or when
ever possible, use conflict to,its best advantage to advance

the progress of the group and complete the writing task.
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CHAPTER TWO

Like many aspects of teaching writing there are no

definitive methods for teaching technical writing and/or
collaborative writing; however, there seems to be a lack of

emphasis on teaching collaboration as part of the technical
writing process. Teaching technical writing and more spe
cifically collaborative technical writing provides the op
portunity to create new techniques and methods for teaching
writing. An overview of technical writing instruction and an
indepth look at teaching collabdrative writing in both the
technical writing and composition classrooms are discussed
in this chapter. This discussion provides the basis for

advocating teaching collaborative writing as part of the
technical writing curriculum and the use of collaborative
writing assignments in the composition classroom.

Technical Writing instruction

Writing in the workplace both individually and collabo
ratively provides a challenge for the technical communica
tions instructor. Kyle Anne Gearhart addresses issues that
relate to what instructors teach in their technical comm

unication courses in relation to the workplace, in ^^A

Collaborative Writing Project in a Technical Communica
tions Course." She states that instructors in technical
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coinmunication courses need "to convey an accurate picture

of the importance of both written and oral communication

v

skills,..[since) students do not seem to have an accurate )
perception of the role of writing in the workplace'' (360^^ .
To make matters worse the textbooks instructors have to

choose from to teach their courses do not relate to mpSt if

any, aspects of workplace writing. The field of technical
writing abounds with handbooks and textbooks that discuss
techniques and'Strategies to produce text for thq various J
forms of technical writing; however, what seems to be miss

ing from most of these books, is discussion of collaboration
as part of the technical writing process. Emphasis is placed
on the technical writer as an individual, not as part of a

collaborative group. The use of existing technical writing
texts as the basis for teaching technical writing limits

students' writing experiences to those that only emphasize

writing as an individual. This emphasis is contrary to what
is actually happening in most technical writing departments.
Fortunately, the discussion of collaborative writing
and related topics is taking place in professional technical

communication journals such as Technical Communication^,

^ Technical Communicationis one oftwo publications produced by the Society for Technical Communication\^ch
is bas^in Virginia. The Society hasa national membership and uses its publicationsto publish informative arti
cles based on scholarly research as well asfeature articles ofgeneral interest to those in the field ofTechnical
Communication.

The Journal of Business and Technical Communication^^ and

The Journal of Technical Writing and Communication^. This
discussion needs to find its way into texts used in techni

cal writing and composition classrooms in order to facili
tate teaching collaborative writing skills and provide a
wider range of learning experiences students later Can
transfer to the workplace.

Chuck Keller in "A Practical Approach for Managing
Team Writing Projects,"continues oh this line of thinking
when he states, "Team writing, a common requirement in

today's business wdrld, is a skill often neglected by our

educational: system...schools commonly teach writing as
an individual skill" (694). He shares the sentiments of

Gearhart, who believes that "designing a technical communi

cation course solely around a textbook may be ineffective
because these texts often do not accurately reflect real-

world writing experiences" (361). She encourages her
students to use the textbook she requires for her courses

only aS a reference. She supplements this "reference" with

^ TheJournalofBusinessand TechnicalGommunicatim is ajournalfounded in 1986 atIowa State University and
serves as aforum for discussion ofpractices,problems and trends ofcommunication in professional writing.It
combinesthe perspectives ofacademia and industry and cov^both theoretical and pactical concernsrelated to
business and technical writing and related subjects. Stephen Doheny-Farinai^se writing is referenced in this
thesis is on the editorial board for this publication.

'
TheJournalofTechnical Writingahd CMummication strives to meetthe diverse communication needs ofindustry,

management,govqmment,and academia and serves asa major professional and scholarlyjournalfor practitioners
and teachers ofmoatformsofcommunication. The editors.Boardmembersand authors bring ideas from the class

room,the laboratory and a variety ofcorporate settings to provide readers with successtiilirmthods,techniques,
theory,and case studies.
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outside materials including professional journals, textbooks

and journals in the students' fields, and handouts that
cover topics such as collaboratipn which may npt be cpyered
by any of the other materials.
Gearhart has constructed a course in technical writing

which she feels provides a collaborative writing learning

situation desighed:to-^

iiio experience of writing in the

wPrkpiece as >real" as possible for her students despite
being in a classroom when they write. The course provides

requirements for writing both long and short projects, and
using the computer to write. It emphasizes such things as
audience analysis, oral communication, nonlibrary research,
and teamwork.

To accomplish the task of making the experience "real"
and to provide instruction of job-related skills, the
course is based primarily around a collaborative writing

ppojset———pne.that emulates what might be done in the work
place. The project involves groups of four to six students
who choose a project manager and form mock consulting
firms as their premise for writing a proposal as a group.

*^The mock consulting firms," Gearhart states,

allow them

[students] to integrate technical and managerial problem-

solving skills with writing...this opportunity typifies

professional writing situations and prepares them for actual
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writing tasks they will face once they graduate." She feels
"this project provides the students with as close to a realworld scenario as possible" (363).
Gearhart's course is definitely on the right track be

cause it employs the use of a collaborative writing project;
in this case it is a proposal written on a subject that in
volves the school. After completion of the proposals the

students actually submit them to the administrative staff
for consideration. (Refer to Appendix A for a more detailed

description of this proposal writing project.)
The learning situation Gearhart provides for her stu

dents serves as an appropriate model for technical communi

cation and composition teachers alike, to use when teaching
collaborative writing in the classroom. Based on descrip
tions of workplace collaborations Andrea Lundsford and Lisa
Ede describe in Singular Texts/PIural Authors: Perspectives
on Collaborative Writing (refer to Chapter Three) Gearhart's
model seems to simulate a real-world workplace.

In some

ways it goes beyond a simulation since the students write
"real" proposals and organize their writing projects much
like the group Ede and Lundsford describe in their research,
who wrote proposals collaboratively for the Office of Educa
tional Research.

Gearhart's collaborative writing experience is also
similar to the collaborative writing project Meg Morgan
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deseribes in "Patterns of Composing: Connections Between

^

Classroom and Workplace Collaboration." Gearhart's studepts>
like the ones in Morgan's study, are given the opportunity
to learn to write collaboratively

a method of producing

writing they may not be familiar with, or experienced in
doings The success of this experience for the students in

Morgan's study, and the students in Gearhart's classeS/
Suggests it could be included in upper division composition
classes, and most certainly in technical communication
courses.

Gearhart's belief that "technical writing courses
should simulate professional activities, and written reports
should be realistic in content and approached from an organ
izational perspective" supports her approach to teaching
writing which includes teaching collaborative writing (365).

This approach should be embraced by other teachers of writ
ing, so they too, like Gearhart, can provide a collaborative
writing situation in the classroom where students learn
useful skills that are relevant and transferable to the

workplace.
Others in the field of technical communication are also

discussing the need to make what is taught in the classroom
relevant to the workplace. Patrick Scanlon and Anne C. Coon,
who conducted a survey of 420 technical communication
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professionals, report the results of this survey in
"Attitudes of Professional Technical Communicators Regarding
the Content of an Undergraduate Course in Technical Communi

cation: A Survey." They mention in conjunction with the
results of that survey that "the profession of technical
communication is and has been changing rather dramatically.
Technical communicators have taken on new responsibilities
in document design, production, and project management. They

are being challenged by new technologies such as desktop

publishing and multimedia" (439).
The changes Scanlon and Coon mention serve to illus
trate the need for technical communication courses to meet

the needs of professionals in the field, who they say the
term "technical writer simply no longer applies" (439). The
expanding roles of those in the workplace also makes it im
portant that they know how to work collaboratively in writ
ing situations, where they may be asked to be a team leader,
or a group participant. Knowledge of the dynamics of group
work can aid in their success in meeting new responsibili
ties and challenges brought about by a changing workplace.

Andrea Lundsford and Lisa Ede pose the following ques
tion in Singular Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on

Collaborative Writing: "If men and women in the work force
frequently write collaboratively, should not writing
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teachers help prepare them for an important part of their
job?" (13). I am faiily certain Gearhart, Keller> and ScanIon and Coon would ali say "yes" to this question. They,

might alSb agree the emphasis in technical writing handbooks
and classroom texts needs to be expanded to include discus
sion of collaborative writing as well as other topics re

lated to new technologies and the changing role of the
technical writer in the workplace, v / i

Collaborative Writing in the Classroom
Modes of Collaboration

To see the possible correlation of how collaborative

writing activities in the classroom relate to collaborative
writing in the workplace, Meg Morgan in "Patterns of

Composing: Connections Between Classroom and Workplace
Collaborations," uses research of how groups accomplish

writing in the workplace to corroborate her belief that the

way student groups organize a writing task is transferable
to the workplace environment. Morgan's research attempts
to make some connections between the study of collaborative

student writers in a classroom setting and studies of col

laborative writing in the workplace. These workplace studies
include research by Paradis, Dobrin, and Miller, who in

"Writing at Exxon ITD: Notes on the Writing Environment in
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an R&D Organization

a description of how a docu

ment is cycled through an organization. In another study in

Singular Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative
Writingr Lisa Ede and Andrea Lundsford describe two "modes
of collaboration,

hierarchical' knd dialogic. In a third

study, the "division-of-labor a.nd integrated--1eatis
of collaboration which are similat ito

mode1s

and Lundsford's

two modes of collaboration are described by Kiiiipgsworth
and Jones in "Division of Labor or Integrated Teams: a Crux

in the Management of Technical Communication?"

Morgan's primary focus in her study was "the part of

the project where students identified and explored a problem
within an organization and wrote a proposal to a decisionmaker within the organization to suggest a method for

researching solutions to the problem" (541). The study in
volved four collaborative student writing groups who organ

ized themselves in one of four organizing patterns, decided
whether the work would be^ divided or not, and also decided

who in the group would assiome responsibility for the comple
tion of the docxament. The organization patterns they chose
from related to either the hierarchical, or dialogic mode of
collaboration. The hierarchical mode of collaboration as de

scribed by Ede and Lundsford involves dividing the work

among the members of the group with one person serving as
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the leader of the group. In the dialogic mode the group

works interactively and no one person is the leader. The
dialogic mode is similar to the diyision-of

labor/integrated-teams models of collabdration that
Killingsworth and Jones describe.

The results of Morgan's study provide many interesting

observations about group organizational patterns. For in

stance, she found that some groups did not really choose how
they would organize: their organization just evolved over
time. Another interesting thing she noted was that the

groups' "choice'' Of what mode of collaboration to use often
correlated with the gender makeup of the group. Morgan

points out that "Ede and Lundsford maintain that the hierar
chical mode of collaboration is a ''masculine mode of dis

course'"(543). She also mentions that "Ede and Lundsford

call their dialogic mode of colla.boration 'predominantly
feminine'" (543). One group in Morgan's study, who chose a
hierarchical mode, was made up of four males, and another

group who chose the dialogic mode was made up of two males
and two females, one of whom became a dominant factor

(although not the leader) in the decision-making process of

the group. The group whose writing project was ranked the
highest by an independent group of graders chose the dia
logic/integrated-team approach.
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What Morgan's study illustrates, in relation to: what

goes on in the classroom that can fee transferred to the,
workplace, provides some interesting contradictions. She

mentions that We usually ^think of applying workplace expe- v
riences to help students leairnf y(544). This is why she use^

the research Of workplace collafeorations When she discusses ;
patterns of organization for student collaborations. What
she discovers, however, is that the opposite application is

more appropriate: "The findings of this research project may
inform collaborative writers in the workplace. Student group

decisions can mirror decisions made by inexperienced writers
at work" (544)

What this means, according to Morgan's

study, is that inexperienced workers might believe that a
strict division of labor and a hierarchical mode of collabo

ration is best. Since one person coordinates the work of the

group and makes most of the decisions for the group, time
is not spent in discussing the work in progress. This might
be particularly true if the workplace were made up of
mostly males.

;\y;-y\;y-^yy;

y,';v

Morgan's study also seems to show that a document writ

ten using the hierarchical mode of collaboration may not be
as successful as when group interaction plays a part in its
creation as it does in the dialogic mode of collaboration.

The time factor that might concern some writers in a work
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setting may induce them to use the hierarchical mode rather
than the dialogic/integrated-team approach. Collaborative

writing even for experienced writers sometimes takes more
time than individual writing/ but documents produced using
collaborative methods are often considered to be better than
documents written individually.

Morgan believes her study "suggests to the workplace
writer that those inexperienced at working in groups may
need some background in group dynamics in order to learn
how to choose the best organizing pattern for the task at

hand..

(545). I think it is quite likely, however, that

the collaborative writing groups in the workplace will not

always be given the choice of how to Organize; their

organization might be dictated by other factors including
the organizational patterns of the company itself, which may
for instance, be hierarchical in nature despite a group's
inclination to take a more dialogic approach.

Morgan seems to feel that the most direct and important

application of her findings is to the classroom (545). And
despite the fact that her study shoWed that the group who
used the dialogic/integrated-teams model wrote the best
document, she does not sesm to imply that this particular
model will work for all collaborative writing groups in the
classroom. What she does imply is that the makeup of the
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groups themselves will be the deciding factor in how they
are organized and what mode of collaboration they will
choose to use.

Coauthoring Versus Group Projects

James A. Reither and Douglas Vipond in "Writing as

Collaboration," describe the use of collaborative writing

projects in their composition courses as a way to explain
their theories of the writing processes used in group work.

They believe writing is a process that involves three forms
of collaboration, including two short-range activities:

coauthoring and peer editing, and also what they consider a

long-range collaborative activity they call "knowledge mak
ing." There aim is to incorporate all three forms of col
laboration in courses that are "organized to focus both

teachers' and students' attention upon the necessary, natu

ral way in which writing and learning projects are governed

by collaborative impulses" (856). They also believe that "we
will do a better job of teaching not only writing, but also
content—area courses, when we understand the ways in which

these processes are grounded in collaboration and when we

find ways to design courses to make writing and knowing

truly collaborative activities for students

just as they

are for the rest of us" (857). I think an underlying goal
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for Reither and Vipond is to have their stiadehts see col
laborative w

not only as a writing process, but also

as a social activity to reinforce cooperative interaction

and help them become invdlyed in the process as well as the

V : Reither ahd Viporid Call:th

learning to col

laborate ^'Collaborative Ihvestigations*:'' This process begihs

with posing a question to the students who must function as
a research team where tasks are divided among the members of

the team. Library research as well as other types of inves

tigation are used in an attempt to answer the question. The
organization of these research teams they say, "sets a
situation that encourages the students in our writing and
content-area courses to establish

coauthoring, and workshopping

through authoring,

immediate, local communities

of writer-knowers" (862). These local communities they men

tion can then interface with the larger communities estab

lished by canons of literature from which existing knowledge
will be learned and new knowledge will emerge as the stu
dents conduct their research.

The kind of investigative research Reither and Vipond
have their students do in their "collaborative investiga

tions," is similar to what James W. Souther and Myron L.
White in Technical Report Writing^ provide as a specific
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process for professional writers to follow in "solving a
technical profelein'' (2)V Souther and White contend that writ
ers "must first determine their dbjectives and define their

approaches. Then, reducing the process to its simplest
terms, they set put;lodklng for answers:

..conduct

extensive and detailed investigation: of t^e prpblem... exf■

amin [ing] and evaluat [ing] the material that has, been gath
ered... [and] mak[ing] professional judgments about the
material and the ideas growing out of it" (2) . In other

words, they do the needed research, decide what to use or

not use of what they obtain, and then attempt to synthesize
and make new knowledge from what they have learned in rela
tion to "solving a technical problem."

Somewhat like the professional writers Souther and
White describe, Reither and Vipond's students are also re

stricted by a specific assignment and have to function
within the constraints of the writing question; however

using processes like those Souther and White describe, they
set out to investigate and solve a problem, not as individu
als, but as part of a collaborative group.

The long-term goal of knowledge-making Reither and

Vipond mention in conjunction with collaboration receives
its impetus from the research question itself and gives the
students the opportunity to read literature in the field
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they are researching and to become part of that field's dis
course community. The students also have the opportuhity to
learn "that writing and knowing consist in using and

building on others' writing-and knowing^' and; that "writing
and knowing are collaborative acts---vital activities people
do with other people to give their lives meaning" (866).
The collaborative process for these students involves

not only the organization and execution of their research

plan, it involves writing and presenting their findings in
relation to the research they have done in smaller

investigative teams. COauthoring, Reither and Vipond point
out, "helps students experience the frustrations of coopera
tion but also the joys—the synergy that enables a small

team to accomplish more than its members could acting indi
vidually" (864). In this type of writing situation, the mem
bers of the group may divide writing tasks but dventually

build parts of the text together. Students

become decision-

makers, deciding what is to be researched and how the infor
mation obtained will be organized. These decisions are made

as a group where consensus by the group determines the
direction the group will take in achieving both short-term
and long-term goals.
I believe the sense of teamwork that Reither and

Vipond mention with regard to coauthoring is the primary
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fouridatioli for cpJ.lab6i?ation. There ^is -power in working as

a group/ not qiily througb^:^greement:: of purposf Ijut through

the power to achieve nore ia a group /than as an /indiviciual.
Collaborative writing and knowledge-making experiences like
the ones Reither and Vipond describe, also seem to have some

definite correlation to writing experiences outside arid be

yond the classroom like thOse of the professional writers
mentioned by Souther and White. I belieye the cbllaborative ,
writing activities used

in Reither and Vipond's classroom

serve as examples of how people often function in the work-

It is interesting, however, that Reither and Vipond do
not comment on how the groups in their collaborative inves

tigations actually organize with regard to any particular
mode of collaboration. After reading the Morgan study, it is

possible to conclude that the success or failure of these

groups, despite their knowledge of problem-solving and
research techniques, might depend on many of the same organ
izational factors Morgan describes.

Collaborative Writing Assignments

As part of their research project on collaborative

writing in the workplace discussed in Singular Texts/Plural
Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative Writing, Lundsford
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and Ede also discuss teaching collaborative writing. Like

Gearhart and others, they believe there are ways to approach

teaching collaborative writing that serve to add to stu
dents' knowledge of group interaction and achieve the goal
of effective learning that relates to the workplace. They

are reluctant, however, to provide specific, concrete guide
lines for teaching cpllabdrative writing because they appre

ciate "the Complexity of our rhetorical situation as
teachers and our awareness of the profound ways that explo
ration Of collaborative writing challenge not only many

traditional classroom practices in English studies but our
entire curriculiam" (123).

As a premise for proposing what Constitutes good col
laborative writing assignments, Lundsford and Ede point out
the fallacies of poor collaborative writing assignments,
based on their research as well as their own experiments

with collaborative writing assignments. "Poor collaborative
writing assignments are artificial in the sense that one

person could really complete the assignment alone: such as
signments lead only to busy work and frustration" (123). In
other words writing projeets must be of a large enough mag
nitude to warrant dividing them into smaller tasks to be

completed by individuals, or into segments where group in
teraction is necessary to complete the project successfully.
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• Another reason /they offer i

poor writing assign- ;

ments "fail to provide:guidance:for studehta about the proc^
esses they might best use to?C^

the':assighment '

effectivelyi BtudentS; are simply assigned a topic er a proj
ect and abandoned:to negotiate the minefield of interper

sonal and group processes alone" (123). What Lundsford and
Ede are saying seems logical; however, Morgan's study shows
that students are quite capable of choosing a way to organ

ize themselves, and for the most part, they interact accord
ing to the way they are organized.
? ?

This is not to say that some instruction on effective

group dynamics is not needed; however, it may be necessary
;to allow the natural way in which various groups organize

according to their makeup guide the teacher in deciding
what skilIs the students need to work effectively as a

group. Interaction between the teacher and the students,
along with some instruction in group dynamics, can facili
tate peaceful negotiation of the "minefields" Lundsford and
Ede mention.

;

Perhaps the most significant aspect of Lundsford and
Ede's research is their findings with regard to what suc
cessful collaborative writing assignments should include.

They provide a list of shared characteristics which are
abridged as follows:
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1. They allQW time for group cohesion (but not
necessarily consensus) to occur and for leader

:dhip\td :,emerge*'^,:''
2. They call for or invite collaboration;
Students need to work together to complete tlie

3. They allow for the evolution of group norms

and the negotiation of authority and responsi
bility.

'V'

4. They allow for and encourage conflict and pro
tect minority views.

5. They allow for peer and self-evaluation during
and after the assignment.

6. They call on students to monitor and evaluate
individual and group performance and reflect on

the processes that made for effective or ineffec
tive collaboration. (123)

■

Based on the criteria Ede and Lundsford provide, Kyle

Anne Gearhart's collaborative proposal writing assignment
discussed earlier in this chapter seems to typify what
Lundsford and Ede would call a successful collaborative ^

writing assignment because the assignment is done over a
period of several weekS/ which allows time for group
cohesion; the task is such that the students must work
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together to complete it; the group evolves from a project
manager structure Where the authority, although not neces

sarily negotiated, is clearly defined; the groups are
encouraged to challenge each others' ideas and to resolve
conflict harmoniously; the groups evaluate the work of not

only themselves but also their peers; and the processes of
effective of ineffective collaboration are discussed on an

ongoing basis by the class as a whole.

Gearhart's design and execution of her collaborative
writing project seems to be a good example of what Lundsford
and Ede indirectly state as the way to teach collaborative

writing in the classroom, particularly when the intention is
to provide learning that is transferable to the workplace.
Further discussion of collaborative writing assignments
drawn from various sources, including a more detailed de

scription of Gearhart's collaborative writing project, is
contained in Appendix A. Relationships between the classroom

assignments presented and workplace collaborative writing
are also discussed.
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CHAPTER THREE

Collaborative Writing' in the Workplace

Technical writing in the workplace is often accom

plished by individuals, but more frequently individual writ
ing is part of a larger effort by many individuals who
collaborate to produce the final product. This collaboration
may involve various forms of expository writing including:
proposals and specifications; technical articles, papers,
abstracts and reports (formal and informal); letters and
memos; various user, maintenance, installation, instruction,

operations, training, or sales manuals; documentation of "
functional tests; engineering or scientific reports or
studies; and speeches and oral presentations.

In Worlds of Writing: Teaching and Learning in
Discourse Coiamunities of Work^ Carolyn B. Matalene dis
cusses the role of the writer in the context of profes
sional writ-ers where the "writer" is not one person but a

group. She says that "when writers work together, the act

of writing often serves important functions for the group
well beyond that of producing a text. Working together to

create a document may have more to do with reaching con
sensus, setting goals, inventing solutions, revising pri

orities, or establishing control than the finished pages
reveal" (vi).
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Matalene's analysis of the dynamics of collaborative

writing serves to illustrate that whether the writing is
done by individuals who contribute to a group effort, or

by a group who interfaces with each other to produce the
text, the finished product may never reveal a group proc
ess was ever at work. This is the ultimate goal of col

laborative writing

to sound as if the writing comes from

one voice, the kind of "singular texts/plural authors"

concept mentioned by Ede and Lundsford in their research
on collaborative writing.

Achieving this goal of one voice is a difficult task
for those who do collaborative writing in the workplace.

When this goal is not achieved it can have a significant
effect on the reader. In "A Practical Approach.for Manag

ing Team Writing Projects," Chuck Keller points out that
"from a reader's point of view, poor collaborative writing
can make reading a difficult task" (695). He ties this
statement to a quote from "Writing and Designing Manuals,"
where Gretchen Holstein Schoff and Patricia

Robinson, use an interesting analogy to illustrate some of

the problems that collaborative writing teams face;
The camel is an animal designed by a committee is

another saying. Too often, the team-written man
ual has camel-like liamps and bumps. Such manuals
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move by fits and starts from one segment to

another. They sometimes have ill-matched writing

styles and formats. Users find these manuals very
hard to use because of their redundancy/ lack of
cross-referencing and chaotic organization. In

brief, the chief difficulty with a team-written
manual is the Goordination of several writers'
work into a smooth manual that looks as if one

person had written it. (695)

Andrea Lundsford and Lisa Ede explore many of the prob

lems Schoff and Robinson mention, in their book Singular

Texts/Plural Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative Writing,

where they describe their research project on collaborative
writing in the workplace. They designed and conducted a

survey that was Sent to 1400 randomly selected members from
seven professional organizations (200 from each group). The

groups included the American Institute of Chemists, the
American Consulting Engineers Council, the International

city Management Association, the Modern Language Associa
tion, the American Esychological: Association, the Profes
sional Services Management Association, and the Society for
Technical Communication.

The goal of the initial survey was to "determine the

frequency, types, and occasions of collaborative writing
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among members of these associations" (8). Essentially this
first Stage of the research provided the "when" factor of
collaborative writing. After analyzing the results of the

initial survey, Ede and Lundsford developed a second ques

tionnaire. this questionnaire provided the "what" and "how"
factors of collaborative writing and dealt with issues
such as the following:

The kinds of documents respondents most typically

write as part of a group; the way in which respon
dents and fellow group laembers divide such writing

activities as brainstorming, information gather
ing, and editing; their use of organizational pat
terns or set plans to assign duties for completing

a project; the assignment of authorship or credit;
and the advantages and disadvantages of collabora
tive writing. (8)

The third stage of their research provided Ede and

Lundsford with the "who" aspect of collaborative writing

They conducted on-site interviews with at least one collabo
rative writer from each of the seven associations. These in

terviews allowed fcheiti to correlate the results of the first
two surveys and discuss the problems and issues these sur

veys raised with those who actually participated in collabo
rative writing situations in the Workplace.
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The results of Ede and Lundsford's research, although
not conclusive, provide some interesting scenarios of when
and how collaborative writing is accomplished in the work

place, what types of projects are written collaboratively
and by whom they are written. Specific comments from several
of the respondents show varied reactions to the advantages

and disadvantages

of working in collaborative writing

situations. 1 found some of the comments from these inter

views somewhat surprising because they reflected attitudes
that might not necessarily be expected from those who write
with others collaboratively.
One such instance involved Albert Bernstein, a clinical

psychologist Ede and Lundsford interviewed, who was asked
about "the pride of ownership he felt when writing alphe
versus writing together":

When I work with other people, one or two other

people, I feel that I do a much better job than I
would have done alone. I extend myself further
and I think I have a clearer idea of what we are

trying to do. It brings more out of me, so I

think it is more mine. I don't mind sharing the
credit. (29)

Bernstein's attitude toward "sharing the credit" is indica
tive of the kind of support most of the respondents gave to
collaborative writing efforts.
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There were of course difficulties associated with col

laborative writing that were common to many of the respon

dents. One difficulty some respondents mentioned is the
additional time many felt group writing requires. Ede and
Lundsford noted, however, that "since time was also cited as

an advantage by a number of respondents, who felt group
writing helped them ^spread the workload,' and thus meet
crucial deadlines, this emphasis on time as a disadvantage
first seemed anomalous to us" (61). They offer possible rea

sons why so many believe collaborative writing takes longer:

many group writing projects require a niomber of meetings to
discuss the group's progress and exchange ideas, make deci
sions etc., and many of these projects are larger to begin
with and are more time-consiaming than projects on a smaller
scale. The issue of time is one that Ede and Lundsford en

countered during several interviews. Their interview with a
chemist named George Irving provided them with a different
outlook on how time affects collaborative writing efforts:

Collaborative writing he says, "is a slow way, a

ponderous way," to get things done. In spite of
this drawback, he says: "I don't know of a better

way to tap the expertise in

your organization. If

you pres\ame you know enough to answer all the

questions, then you don't need an organization at
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all. But if you have an organization yoli'd better
use it/ work through all the stages and all the

people involved. I don't know of any other way to
tap all the information you have available in pre
paring a statement." (33)

Irving's understanding of why utilizing the help of others
in the same organization is so important illustrates that

despite the extra time often spent in collaborative situa
tions, the benefits of being able to "tap" information from
others can make the time well spent.

A technical writer from a construction equipment firm

tells Ede and Lundsford that "any piece of technical dis

course they produce results from a complex and highly col
laborative process..." (31). This process he mentions
involves first of all the decision of the company to produce

a new product. Then research is done regarding what material
must be created and what engineering has to be done. They

use old drawings and look for similarities to other products

they have produced and a new product advance information

guide is written. The process of getting additional informa

tion begins with writing the draft of the manual for the
product, rewriting, and verifying that the manual corre
sponds to the product's use and maintenance. The manual is
reviewed by engineering after the rewrite and verification.
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and engineering's cornments are incorporated. Throughout the
cycling from one person or group to another, a text editor

"monitors the language and s^thx" of the manual. The writ
ers also work with illustrators to Create any graphics that
are needed to illustrate the manual. After all the processes

of writing and producing all the parts of the manual are

accomplished, the manual is finalized for publication (32).
Eleanor Chiogioji, a senibr research associate for
the Office of Educational Research and Information discussed

with Lundsford and Ede her rolC in coordinating a major re-^

search grants competition in reading and literacy. She began
her discussion by noting "the important role that collabora

tive writing plays in all her division's activities: '*We
could hardly get along here without any kind of collabora
tive writing. Everything we do here gets bounced back and
forth—-brainstorming, drafting, revisions. We're always

working together'" (39). Like Albert Bernstein, Ghiogioji

also mentioned feeling; "differently---[she] experience[d]

less of a sense of ownership—about collaborative writing
versus writing alone," This surprised Lundsford and Ede be

cause originally she said she really hadn't thought about
it: No, I can't honestly say that I do feel differently
about work I write alone or with others. I'm just proud of

what we produce together here. A lot of time that's a lot
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richer because we have multiple perspectives" (40). This
statement correlates with Chiogioji's viewpoint on what
makes an effective collaborative writer:

One of the challenges of collaborative writing is

being able to listen so yOu can synthesize differ
ent viewpoints. You don't always come to an agree

ment, but you have to be able to cooperate enough
in that collaborative arrangement to be able to
trust each other's opinions and to be able to com^
promise. (41)

Chiogioji's point seems to support what David L. Wallace,

Mary Beth Debs, and Chuck Keller believe-—that substantive
conflict can be a useful and sometimes beneficial aspect of
collaborative writing.

Despite having very positive responses to most of the
collaborative writing situations she has dealt with,

Chiogioji also pointed out a disadvantage that can occur in
group writing—stylistic difficulties resulting when group
members have varying styles and levels of writing ability.
Lundsford and Ede found that Chiogioji's situation was not

an isolated one, because their research showed "disagree

ments about style occur frequently in collaborative writing

projects" (60). This seems to be one of the most difficult
obstacles to successful coliaborative writing. The solution
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to this problem, however, often lies in the way the group is

organized and whether someone is given the responsibility to
edit the work of the entire group, in order to create and
maintain the "one voice" concept.

Ede and Lundsford found that the diversity as well as

the similarities of many of the responses they received to

their surveys and interviews suggested factors that "related

to the degree of satisfaction experienced by those who typi

cally write collaboratively" (63), These factors included:
The degree to which goals are clearly articulated
and shared; the openness and mutual respect char
acteristics of group members; the degree Of con
trol the writers have over the text; the degree to

which writers can respond to others who may modify

the text; the way credit (either direct or indi
rect) is realized; an agreed upon procedure for

resolving disputes among group members; the number
and kind of bureaucratic constraints (deadlines,

technical or legal requirements, etc.) imposed on
the writers; and the status of the project within
the organization. (65)

Of these factors, several deal specifically with the two
distinct modes of collaboration Ede and Lundsford describe
to classify the processes of collaborative writing. They use
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the term "hierarchical mode of collaboration" to character

ize the kind of collaboration that is "carefully, often rig

idly, structured, driven by highly specific goals, and

Carried out by people playing cleariy defined and delimited
roles. These vgbais are : o

designated by: someone outside

of and hierarchically superior to the immediate collabora

tive group or by a senior member or leader of the group"
(133). Mary Beth Debs, in "Recent Research on Collaborative
Writing in Industry," points out that the hierarchical mode
of collaborative writing is probably the one most often used

in traditionally managed businesses and organizations which
have a central department or unit that produces technical
documentation. Many of the collaborative writing situations
of the respondents in Ede and Lundsford's research such as
the construction equipment firm where development of new

products prompted the writing of technical manuals, depict
this hierarchical mode of collaboration. The collaboration,

although cooperative and open, is structured and very goaloriented.

Many of the respondents, however, came from organiza
tions where a more loosely structured collaboration was
used. Ede and Lundsford call this mode of collaboration,

the dialogic mode., The dialogic mode is characterized by a
more democratic group process where "one person may occupy
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multiple or shifting roles as the project progresses" (133).
Eleanor Chiogioji's role, as part of a collaborative effort,
changed as the project progressed. She acted sometimes as a
coordinator, sometimes as an administrator, and sometimes as
a writer in the collaborative writing process. This collabo

ration relied upon shared ideas and group decision-making.
Ede and Lundsford also characterize participants in dialogic
collaboration as valuing the "creative tension inherent in
multivoiced and multivalent ventures. What those involved in

hierarchical collaboration see as a problem to be solved,

these individuals view as a strength to capitalize on and

to emphasize" (133). This statement correlates with words
such as "cooperation," "trust," and "compromise" that

Chiogioji mentions in relation to the challenge of writing
collabOratively. (41)
The main difference between the two modes is often the

matter of control both from within and from outside the

group. In the hierarchical mode of collaboration, the con
trol usually comes from outside the group or is maintained

by a group leader whose function remains the same throughout

the project. In the dialogic mode the control of the group
is maintained by the members of the group themselves, who

through group decisions and interaction with each other,
achieve the goals of the group.
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I have first-hand knowledge and experience with the
hierarchical mode of collaboration. The technical publica

tions department where I work at Lockheed Martin is a good

example of tiiis mode. We produce a por^^^

the published

documentation for the company. There is a separate proposal

writing group that is part of the marketing department, and

engineering reports are written in the various engineering
departments; however, manuals for customer use that accom

pany many of the; aircraft we service anc| modify are produced
in our technical publications department. Most of the manu
als we write, as in many scientific or technologically based

companies, involve providing knowledge that could affect the
lives and safety of those who use them. Effective collabora

tion among writing group members, editors, and reviewers

helps to ensure the accuracy and usefulness of the hundreds
of manuals we produce every year.

The department is organized by project groups with each

group headed by a lead writer. This structure establishes
the hierarchical mode of collaboration and reflects the or

ganizational structure of the company. This factor also il
lustrates the implications Meg Morgan makes in ^^Patterns of

Composing: Connections Between Classroom and Workplace
Collaborations," that often writers in the workplace do not

have a choice in how they organize-—"lines of authority are
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clearly drawn": the organizational structure of the company

or the department where they work, dictates the way writing

groups organize and collaborate (542). Carol McGarry, in
"An Overview of Collaborative Writing for the Publications

Manager," mentions that "managerial style, projects and
tasks, and resources available," also influence the approach
writers take to collaborative writing. (29)

Despite being hierarchical in nature, how we divide the
writing tasks and conduct research to produce manuals resem

bles, in part, the kind of group collaboration that James
Reither and Douglas Vipond describe in "Writing as Collabo
ration," that their students do for their "collaborative in

vestigations" assignment. Like the assignment given to
Reither and Vipond's students where the writing tasks are

divided among members of a group, the writing tasks for the
technical manuals we write, are also divided among group

members. Members of the group must do the research and in

vestigative work necessary to complete their individual

parts of the writing project. By doing this research these
writers, like Reither and Vipond's students, "make knowl

edge" because they take knowledge that exists and apply it
in new ways.

The similarities between how Reither and Vipond's stu

dents write collaboratively in the classroom and how we
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accomplish collaborative writing in my technical publica
tions department illustrate how the need for effective col
laboration in the workplace can be met with classroom

collaborative activities that emulate collaborative writing
in the workplace. For a more detailed look at my personal

experience with Collaborative writing in the workplace refer

to Appendix B where I describe a typical collaborative writ
ing project in the technical publications department at
Lockheed Martin. In Appendix A, I describe classroom assign
ments and activities that correlate with how collaborative

writing is accomplished in a workplace such as the one I

describe in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Transference Of Classroom Learning to the Workplace

Taking what is learned in the classroom and transfer

ring that learning to some aspect of work done in the work

place is perhaps one of the ultimate goals most institutions
of higher learning have for their students. This is not to
say that colleges and universities must be places to train
the country's future work force. What they must be, however,

are partners with business and industry, striving to prepare
students for the world of work, once they leave the security
of academia to pursue careers.

When students bring to the workplace skills they have

acquired in the classroom, they also bring to their work a
sense of unity and cooperation with the academic insti
tutions and their instructors, who helped prepare them to

enter the workplace. This sense of unity and cooperation is

not always easy to achieve and often difficult to maintain.
This is why it is necessary to look for ways to keep what we
teach relevant, useful, and transferable to the Workplace.

More must be done to help educators understand the needs of
the workplace.

In Rhetoric^ Innovation^ Technology, Case Studies of
Technical Communication Technology Transfers, Stephen

Doheny-Farina points out that "most conclusions about the
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disparities of the demands of the workplace and technical

;'

communication come from implicit comparisons of what we^^ to
about both environments. Very few have examined individuals

crossing the boundaries from school to work in order to un
derstand the demands of both" (223). Perhaps it is time such
an examination be made to determine what is being done, or

can be done, to make students more aware of what they can

expect when they make the transition from the classroom to
the workplace.

I believe one way to do this is to expand and support
of the use of internships in professional settings to help

bridge the gap between the classroom and the workplace. Many
composition and technical communication departments have
internship programs where students work with professional
writers in business or industry to gain experience in doing
the kind of work they plan to do, once they graduate. In

ternships programs in writing provide students with the op

portunity to make what Doheny-Farina describes as "self
conscious analyses of writers' roles in organizations, the

ways the writers are socialized, the influences that spon
sors and orientors have on writers, and the composing proc
ess of writers" (224). These are important aspects of the

workplace that prospective employees must learn, so they can
place themselves in a position of being able to gain the
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best perspective on what the job they are going to be doing
entails. They also need to know what additional skills they

might need to learn in the classroom or on the job, to suc
ceed in their chosen profession. Gaining this perspective is
the first step in transferring what is learned in the class
room to the real-world of the workplace.

Doheny-Farina also provides his views on the education
of technical writers for preparation to enter the workplace.
Like Scanlon and Coon, he sees the role of the technical

writer changing to the point where he believes technical
communication departments must "develop a curriculum that

prepares students for design and usability writers'
roles..." (215). He also feels that "future technical commu

nicators must work with a variety of students in other major

fields of study if they are to begin to learn how to col
laborate effectively as they all practice to construct and
reconstruct the technological worlds they will inherit"
(215). What he alludes to in these statements is almost a

writing across the curriculum approach to teaching those who

might be involved in writing technical documentation whether

they do it as technical writers, engineers, designers, or as
others who work in fields other than technical writing. This
idea takes the transference of knowledge from the classroom

to the workplace one step further by having students learn
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to collaborate with students from other disciplines. Through

this collaboration they are preparing for collaboration with

others, who represent disciplines other than technical writ
ing in the workplace.

This aspect of interdisciplinary collaboration is very
common in the workplace. Collaboration occurs not only

within technical piablications departments, but often in
volves other departments such as engineering, design, prod
uct assurance etc., who are brought together to produce
documentation. It is this real-world application of collabo

ration that Doheny-Farina refers to when he proposes that
students become involved in interdisciplinary collaboration.

Doheny-Farina also explores the aspect of viewing tech
nical communication as praxis rather than seeing it as the
execution of technical skills (techne) and information gath

ering. By "looking at technical communication as praxis,"
he states, "we can no longer view it as merely the skill
or art of information transfer. We must view technical

communication as epistemic, as creating knowledge, as action

for the good or larger purpose..." (220). Like Reither and

Vipond who encourage stucients in their composition classes
to create knowledge, so must teachers of technical communi

cation encourage their students to create knowledge within
the classroom that relates to the world of work. Doheny
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Farina's contention is that if "students are to go on to

play substantive roles in the creation of knowledge, then
those who teach technical communication must understand

praxis in business and industry" (220).
Doheny-Farina explains this techne versus praxis con

cept of creating knowledge by comparing these two concepts
and illustrating how both can support transference of knowl

edge from the classroom into the community of the workplace:
Writing as techne is the production of texts;

writing as praxis is the process of taking part in
the discourse of the community. Courses on writing
as techne teach how to write particular types of
documents. Courses on writing as praxis try to
socialize students to a community so that they may

engage in the ongoing conversations of that commu

nity and eventually contribute to the evolution or

change of a coipmunity. Learning to write as praxis
means learning the boundaries, customs, and lan
guages of a community, learning what counts as

knowledge, learning what counts as appropriate
forms, appropriate styles, and valid lines of
reasoning, and deliberating on the means and goals
of a community. Techne involves producing a clear
document. Praxis involves living and contributing
to an enterprise. (222)
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Contributing to an enterprise and more specifically to the

workplace as part of a larger community, underscores Doheny
Farina's concept of adapting knowledge learned in the class
room to the community of the workplace. This concept also

includes developing the ability to differentiate what is im

portant to classroom learning, versus what is important to
the world of work. For instance, what may be an important
skill to learn for success in school might be a skill that
is not needed to succeed in the workplace and vice versa.

Doheny-Farina sums up what he feels the university-industry
relationship in terms of collaboration between them should
be, by stating:

The potential for collaboration is large and

should be approached with hope and caution. Uni
versities are not merely training grounds for

future employees. Yet at the same time universi
ties must be places where students explore the
inextricable relationships, among rhetoric,
innovation, and technology. (230)

Composition and technical communication programs in our
universities have a unique opportunity to form coalitions
with the world of work, by teaching and reinforcing the
skills that are needed in the workplace and recognizing that

classroom knowledge can be transferred to the workplace de^

spite their differences in praxis.
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Carolyn B. Matelene also expresses the need to form a
coalition between the classrooin and the workplace in the in

troduction to Worlds of Writing: Teaching and Learning in
Discourse Communities of Work:

The connections writing teachers establish between

English departments and the world of work are
valuable to us as we teach our classes...they pro

vide the bridge that enables the general piiblic to
understand and value the humanities through rheto

ric. The rhetorical theories that writing teachers

present to writers on the job
relevant and effective

.

when they are

reveal to the educated

public what the serious study of language involves
and why it matters, (vii)

The serious study of language does matter because, as part

of the information age, we cannot deny the power that lan

guage has and how it plays an important part in conducting
business in this country. What we teach our students in

their study of language may be an important factor in deter
mining their success or failure when they enter the work

place. If we do not give them the necessary skills to
succeed in the workplace because we are unaware of what
is needed to succeed, we have indeed given them less than

they deserve. Therefore, every effort we make to bridge
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the gap between the classroom and the workplace is warranted
and necessary.

I have illustrated in this paper through my discussion
of teaching collaborative writing in the classroom and the

methods for accomplishing collaborative writing in the work
place, how teaching students collaborative writing can pre
pare them to write collaboratively On the job. The field of

technical writing in particular provides many job opportuni
ties for those who can write (and work) in collaborative

situations. Technical writing is a field where the test of

applying classroom learning to the workplace is demonstrated
every day in businesses and industries throughput the coun
try. This demonstratioh also takes place in various other
facets of business and industry where writing, both indi
vidually and collaboratively, is the basis for communicating
information within the organization and to others outside
the organization.

As We dhter the next century the "information age" will
continue to challenge the way we think and learn and apply
what we iearn to our everyday lives. Students leaving our

universities and colleges will need to make real-world ap
plication of knowledge they have learned in the classroom to

meet this challenge. Learnihg to write collaboratively will
aid them in this effort and help them to make lasting con
nections between the classroom and the workplace.

APPENDIX A

Collaborative Writing Projects and Activities
for Teachers of Composition and Technical Communication

To prepare college and university students for writing
in the "real world" it is important that what they learn in

either upper division composition or technical communication
classes relates to how writing is accomplished In the work

place. To make this possible it is necessary to hot only un
derstand how writing is accomplished in the workplace, but
if it can indeed be emulated in a classroom situation.

Andrea Lundsford and Lisa Ede in Singular Texts/Plural

Authors: Perspectives on Collaborative Writing descriloe in
some detail the char-acteristics they feel successful col

laborative writing assignments share. The abridged summary
of these chaiacteristics listed in Chapter Two will be re

peated here for reference. 1 will refer to these character
istics as 1 describe various projects and activities that
have been develdped to teach collaborative writing in the
classroom (either compositidn or technical communication

classes). These projects are just a few examples of ac

tivties designed to emulate Workplace collaborative writing.
Most seem to typify the characteristics Ede and Lundsford
describe for good collaborative writing assignments and
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build upon the goal of adding to Student

knowledge d

collaborative skills including group dynaiaics.
Summary of Shared Gharacteristics of
Successful Collaborative Writing Assignments

•

They allow time for group coHesioh (but ndt
necessarily consensus) to occur and for leadership
'to .emerge

•

/■ 'i'

They call for or invite collaboration; students need
to work together to complete the assignment together.

• ■;

They allow for the evolution of group norms and the
negotiation of authority and responsibility.

•
V;-

•

They allow for and encourage conflict and protect
minority views.

They allow for peer and self-evaluation during and
after the assignment.

•

They call on students to monitor and evaluate
individual and group performance and reflect on the

processes that made for effective or ineffective
collaboration.

(123)

I have chosen to describe the collaborative writing
projects of Kyle Anne Gearhart/ Tharon Howard, and Stephen
Doheny-Farina. They represent the types of projects that
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most instructdirs w

finci useful fox adaptatiori tO;

their own curriculums. These projects also provide opportu

nities for students to^vl^

the skills necessary

to write Gollkbdratiyeay In the- workplace. I believe : :
Gearhart/ Howard/:,and Doheny-Farina share an ultimate, goal

in designing and using these collaborative writing proj
ects

transference of classrooici learning to the workplace.

For other instructors of composition or technical communi
cation classes/ these projects may provide a means of shar
ing this goal

Writing A Proposal; A Collaborative Writing
Project Designed by Kyle Anne Gearhart

; Kyle Ann Gearhart in "A Collaborative Writing Project
in a Technical Communications Course," provides the basis

for a learning experience that emulates the real-world

experience as much as possible (refer to Chapter Two).
What makes this experience of writing a proposal so useful
is that Gearhart's students at the DeVry Institute of

Technology are able to make a real—world application of
their writing projects because they write proposals based
on some need for change related to the school. After

completing the assignment they submit their proposals to
the Dean of Electronics Engineering Technology for
consideration.
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Ttlis assignment involves a Gollaborative writing proj

ect requiring audience analysis, oral communication,
ndnlibrary research, both long and short written papers,

computer writing, and teamwork. A basic summary and out
line of Gearhart's proposal assignment is as follows:

1.

Specific guidelines are given at the beginning of
project which list specific due dates for the
preproposal documents. Students also receive a
"Request for Proposal" from the Dean of Electronics
Engineering Technology.

2.

Students form groups of four to six members (mock
consulting firms) and choose a project manager.

3.

Mock consulting firms decide on names and logos and

begin steps toward writing the proposal. .

4.

Students are provided with information leading to
discussion of audience analysis.

5.

Students are required to complete interviews as a
group to determine the needs and concerns of the

possible audience(s) for their proposals. The groups
then summarize this information on audience analysis.
6.

Students evaluate their team members on the basis of

written contribution, cooperation and work ethics, and
technical expertise.
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7.

The groups conduct research by contacting pro
fessionals in the field and investigating physical

resources for technical inforitiation they need to write
the proposal.

8.

Short reports are written throughout the project which
include memos, letters, and progress reports. These
are referred to as preproposal documents.

9.

Students have the opportunity to compose directly on

the computer since all assignments for the project
must be done using word processing software which
allows integration of various parts of the proposal as
they are written.

10.

Students are encouraged to learn how to construct

graphs and spreadsheets using available software to
enhance their proposals by adding tables and figures.

11.

Team writing skills and practices are acquired by the
students as they each contribute to the final
document.

12.

The group leader coordinates the integration of each
individual's writing into the final proposal document.

13.

Evaluation and grading are based on the following
grading structure:

a)

Preproposal documents

(10%)

b)

Audience analysis information

(10%)
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c)

Written proposal

(50%)

d)

Group evaluation average

(30%)
Total

(100%)

Throughout this collaborative writing process Gearhart
conducts lectures and encourages class and group discus

sions about the various aspects of proposal writing includ

ing audience analysis, document style and tone consistency,
instructions, letters, memos, short reports, interpersonal
communication skills, composing at the computer, a.nd most

important, collaborative writing.
She feels her success with this project is based on
her students motivation to complete the project:
Students are motivated to do the project because

they know that both the primary and secondary

audiences are going to read and evaluate the

proposal. The project is valuable because it is
real to the students. They are investigating

equipment upgrades, networking possibilities, and
other projects that might be implemented during
their stay at DeVry and, therefore have a direct
impact on their education. (363)

The key element of her testimony to her success is the
word "real." Making the experience in the classroom real

helps to provide the students with a sense of what takes
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place in workplace proposal writing projects. They organize
and write their proposals in much the same way as proposal
writers in business and industry do and therefore have

"first-hand" knowledge of what proposal writing entails.
What makes this experience different, however, is the
inclusion of instruction and class discussion. This is
where the classroom experience is different from the work

place, but this difference provides the opportunity for
students to learn from their mistakes and the mistakes of
others without dire consequences. The students evaluate

each other's Work and learn ways to improve the process of

collaborative writing. When they go into the workplace they

will bring knowledge and understanding of the collaborative
writing process that might otherwise take years to learn
on the job.

In addition to providing a classroom experience that

clearly relates to the workplace, Gearhart's collaborative
writing project also correlates with Ede's and Lundsford's
characteristics of successful collaborative writing assign

ments. The project is accomplished over a period of about
ten weeks which allows for group cohesion and interaction.

The writing task "invites" collaboration mainly because it
is too large a task for One individual to handle. The

groups have designated leadership but are encouraged to
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challenge each others ideas. And finally, the groups evalu
ate their own work and the work of other groups as an ongo

ing activity of the collaborative writing process.
Gearhart warns that "what works well with one group

doesn't necessarily work well with another. Every term I

have to make minor or major adjustments to the project it

self" (365). She also admits that "it would be difficult to
structure courses to meet the demands of all professional

writing situations" (365). With writing assignments like
Gearhart's, however, we have a chance to emulate at least
one kind of real-world writing.

Electronic Collaborative Writing
Projects Designed by Tharon Howard

In "Four Designs for Electrbnic Writing Projects,"
an article published "online," Tharon Howard takes collabo

rative writing into the world of electronic publishing and
the Internet. He describes and comments on four electronic

writing projects he has been associated with and sets up

scenarios for teaching collaborative writing that transcend
normal classroom instruction. His reason for using collabo

rative writing projects in the classrbom is based on his
belief "that preparing students for writing in the work
place meant teaching collaborative writing skills" (Online,
n. pag).
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I have included a descriptibno

of Howard's proj

ects and a brief summary of the dther two. I believe the
first two projects use methods of producing documents

through electronic collabpratidh that can easily be adapted
and used in the nonelectrbhic writing classroom as well.
It is of course becditiing less of a novelty to use com

puters in the Glassroom. Gearhart uses Computers with word

processing programs in her collaboratively proposal writing
project. Her students learh to compose on computers and to
integrate the; individual parts of a document to produce one
final documenti Howard and his coileagues, however, use

computers not only for desktop publishing like Gearhart,
but in more sophisticated ways that allow students in vari
ous iDcations or at the same location to collaborate on

writing projects. These prdjects range from writing busi
ness plans, handbooks; and brochures, to setting up
information sources designed primarily to be accessed and
read electronically.

■

The first of Howard's electronic writing projects,

although designed for collaboratipn using computers,

could easily be adapted for the honcomputer elassroom

environment. Howard, along with a colleague from another
university. Bill Karis, developed a project they call
"Electronic Pen-Pals." The use of computer technology to
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send e-mail messages between the two classes participating

in the project is the priitiary basis for the collaboration.
In addition, groups of students (at least two to a group) ,
in each of the two classes work together in smaller col
laborating groups.

One group of students from one of the two universities

imagined they worked in a technical consulting firm which
helped small entrepreneurial businesses to develop. The
other group of students played the role of the entrepre

neurs, who needed to get a loan from the Small Business Ad
ministration (SEA). They hired the consulting firm to
assist them in writing a business plan and proposal to

achieve this goal. Both groups of students had to conduct
research: the "consulting firm" had to research how to

write business proposals b^s^d on documentation from the
SBA; and the "entrepreneurs" had to research businesses in
their local area to

s type of small business that

would fill a need not already satisfied by other area small
businesses and write a proposal for the new business.

The groups used e-mail to send the proposal drafts and
revisions back and forth to each other as part of the

collaborative proGess. The use of e-mail, however, pre

sented some Idgistical problems because of differences in
schediiileS and lengths of school terms. In a noncomputer
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classroom' these problems would be less of: a prObleitt as long
as the two cdllaborating groups were in the.same school

It

wouid be almost a nonexistent prdhlem if;the groups were in

the;-'same' claesl-
:

One important concept Howard and Karis and their stu

dents dearned from this project was

in order for students ■

to siicCeissfully complete a collaborative writing project,
each member of the project team needs to share an under

standing of where the group is in the process, what tasks
remain to be done, and who is responsible for completing

the tasks by specific dates" (online, n.pag.). This would
seem to be an important concept for all collaborative writ

■ing groups whether they collaborate electronically or face
to-face.

• I"

Although Howard concluded that the success of this
project was less than he had expected, he made some
interesting discoveries about the collaborative writing

process. One discovery involved the sharing of information.
When the students from the consulting firm group did not

provide the entrepreneurs with adequate information to
write their proposal and the results were less than
satisfying, the entrepreneurs held the consulting firm
accountable for not providing clear information and not

responding to their needs. This eventually made the ,
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consulting firm group realize the importance of audience
in the collaboration process. They did not anticipate the
needs of their

which included providing appropri

ate information for the intended audience, the SBA.

The intetaction between: the students although primer-- .

ily triggered by the opinion: of one group that the pther:

group was not doing its 3ob> "promoteci a learning situation
that the instructors themselves could not have anticipated.

Resolution to the problem resulted in better communication
and more effective collaboration to produce the final docu

ment. This same type of interaction occurs in the realworld of collaborative writing. Groups from two (or more)

companies are often asked to collaborate to write a pro

posal for a joint project. Differences in perceptions of
how the collaboration should occur as well as differences

in approaches to collaborative writing often spark disa
greements among members of collaborating groups. What the
students in Howard's and Karin's writing collaboration ex

perienced is indicative of the type of conflict that can
occur■in collaborative writing situations in the workplace.

Their participation in a collaborative writing project such
as the "Electronic Pen-Pals" provided these students with

an experience similar to what they might someday experience
in real-world writing situations.
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When compared with some of the shared characteristics
of successful tjoilabora

as de

sciribed by Eds and Liuudsfoird/ this fitst pnoject fsi-^ad

.

well. It provided a need for the students to work together
since the two groups depended upon each other to produce
the final document. It allowed for conflict and conflict

did arise out of both peer evaluations and evaluation of

the end-product. And it also provided an opportunity for
the students to become aware of the processes that made for
. effective, or in this case, ineffective collaboration. In

addition, this project also allowed the students to under
stand the need to evaluate and respond to the intended
audience for their writing, a factor that goes beyond the
Ede and Lundsford criteria.

; ^

'

The second of the four projects involved e-mail trans

missions as well, but with a different purpose for writing
collaboratively. The two groups of students were on oppo

site sides of the ocean and were to collaborate on a manual
written for American transfer students who would be living

and studying in France. Although this project had the po
tential for an informative exchange of information and
ideas it was not as successful as it could have been be

cause the purpose for writing was not clearly defined

for both groups. The French students were to write the
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manual and the American students would then make revision

suggestions. The problem arose when it was discovered the
American group thought the manual would consist of a step

by-step set of procedures on how to find housing/ how to
exchange money, where to find good restaurants and so
forth. What the French students actually wrote was a fic
tional narrative about a typical day in the life of a
French student. This lack of knowing the exact nature and

purpose for the "manual" made the collaborative writing
experience lacking in its ability to unite two different
cultures and be truly successful. This second project, like
the first one, had similar potential for group interaction
and cohesion but was flawed by a misunderstanding of the
purpose for writing.
Rhetorical concerns such as audience in the case of

the first project, and purpose for writing in the case of
the second project, played a significant role in the suc
cess or failure of these collaborative writing projects.
However, when these factors as well as those Ede and
Lundsford describe are taken into consideration, both

projects seem to have the potential to provide students
with collaborative writing experiences similar to those
found in the workplace.
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The; two other; electronic collabprative writing pro

eots involveei coiaputer technology tc a greater extent and

for the itiost part wbuld not be as easliy adapted to the
noncoitiputer classrooiit. Both involved setting up an informa
tion "pool" online/ one knovm asia "gopher-server/'^^

^

other by the more common term ^Vebsite." These kinds
of collaborative writing projects require not only the

knowledge of collaborative writing strategies and tech

niques, but extensive knowledge of computer technology.
Since this appendix is intended to describe collaborative
writing activities not specifically dependent on computer

technology, I will not elaborate on these two writing proj
ects but suggest that those who are interested in more

sophisticated online collaborative writing projects should
download Howard's article for future reference (refer to
Works Cited).

Development of a New Product; A Collaborative
Writing Project Designed by Stephen Doheny-Farina

Like Howard and Gearhart, Stephen Doheny-Farina has
constructed a collaborative writing project that seeks to

emulate how collaborative writing occurs in the workplace.

In Rhetoric, Innovation^ Technology^ Case Studies of
Technical Communication Technology Transfers Doheny-Farina
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!

states tehat; one way to "tielp. te

stu-

dents- learn more about tlie rel^tidnship of rlietoric tp
techriology is providing them with what will sepiti to some to

be a very Industry-specific task: pafticipating in projects
that simulate the development of new products- (2311. This
classroom simulation of workplace collaboration forms the

ibasis for Dohehy--Fariria's collabofative writirig; projept and
supports two assumptions he has about workplace collabora
tions: "(1) v?ithin orgariirations, there are many points

of view that are competing,to be heard and followed^;^ 1
collaboration among representa

differing diyi-^

sioris within a corporation is necessapy td;design hpw^;
.
■ 'products--"'(2;32j

/The project itself sets up a s

where thei sfu

dents assume the roles and points of view of representa
tives from different divisions within a corporation and

must write a preliminary design document for a new product

despite their differences in approach, expertise, and agen
das regarding the new product development. Doheny-Farina

;

believes this type of collaborative writing project depicts
''the kinds of issues and obstacles that collaborative

writers in industry must face and overcome in order to
succeed" (234).
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The students are put into groups of three and are each

given a booklet that describes in detail the role each will

play in the collaboration. One student represents finance,
one represents production, and one represents marketing.

The primary writing assignment for each group is to write a
preliminary design document describing a new product or
service. The booklets Doheny-Farina has designed for this

project provide the students with the necessary information
to collaboratively write this design document. The key to
the success of this venture, however, is the ability of

each of the group's members to communicate the ideas of the

person whose role they are playing in this collaboration.
The students do not have access to each others booklets so

they must use effective oral and written communication
skills in order to make the collaboration successful.

In addition to the main group-written dociuaent, memos

are also written to "management" where each student reports

on progress made individually as well as collaboratively.
This project is usually accomplished over a two-week time

period to allow enough time for students to have group dis
cussions that lead to writing the design document.

The overall impetus of the project is to set up a
situation where students will challenge each other's ideas
and work to resolve issues that might impede the progress
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of the group; According tb Dohehy-F^^

the project

a11empts to foster differing points of view among each
member of a three-person documentation team. [It] attempts
to stimulate substantial conflict among team members-

conflict over :goals> factS/; and methods" {233)
Dohehy-Farina also believes the project is designed, to

achieve the goals-of good collaboration described by Ede
and Lundsford:. Gob-parlng these goals with his collaborative
writing project reveals that the project allows time for
group cohesion since the time-span for completion is at
least two weeks. It also invites collaboration since the

three-person groups rely on information each of them brings
to the discussion in order to complete the design document.

It also allows for and encourages creative conflict since

the project is built around the premise of conflict as the
basis for resolution and agreement. As far as peer evalua
tion or self-evaluation is concerned, however, Doheny-

Farina leaves the method of evaluating and grading the
students and their doc\aments to the individual instructor.
All three of the instructors whose collaborative

writing projects I have described here have one important
characteristic in common: they see the need to teach what

is relevant to the workplace and provide students with

the opportunity to participate in collaborative writing
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projects that emulate workplace collaborations. These kinds

of projects can lead to success in establishing and
strengthening skills needed in collaborative writing situa
tions outside the classroom. They also lead to a better un

derstanding of what is involved in the writing processes
that are used to effectively conduct business and produce
products and services in businesses and industries through
out the country.
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APPENDIX B

Description of a Typical Gollaborative Writing Project
in the Technical Publications Department at Lockheed Martin
Collaboration in the technical publications department

Where 1 work at Lockheed Martin

the hierarchical

mode of collaboration as describe by Lundsford and Ede in

Singular Text^/Plural Authors; Perspectives; on Collahdrate
Writing (refer to

Two). This is primarily due to the

top-dowh managerial structure of the company which is re
tlected in the brganizatidh:structure:pf individual depart
ments such as this one.

A department manager serves as the leader of tde group
and as the leader he divides the work among th^

the department by assigning specific projects to group lead
ers. These group leaders^ in turn, divide the work among
^members of: the grQi;0 and supervise: the^^^I^^

ing the work done by individuals to achieve the overall goal
of the writing project.

Despite the hierarchical structure that is in place,
there are occasions when a more dialogic approach is taken.
Members of collaborative writing groups are given the oppor

tunity to interact with each other more freely and contrib
ute to the decision-making process of the group. When this

occurs the group transitions from the confines of the
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hierarchical mode of collaboration to the more openness of
the dialogic mode of collaboration. The results of the writ

ing project can be greatly influenced by this transition be
cause of the increase in interaction among the members of
the collaborative writing groups.
To illustrate this transition and to better understand

what goes on in real-world writing collaborations, I will
describe a typical collaborative writing project from its

inception to its completion. This description will provide
the basis for comparing Collaborative writing assignments
and projects used in the classroom with how work is actually
accomplished in the workplace. (Refer to Appendix A for de
scriptions of writing projects and activities that are being
used in composition and technical communications classes to

teach collaborative writing skills.)
A typical collaborative writing project in our techni
cal publication department usually involves one of the
following purposes for writing: (1) to write a new manual
for a new system or piece of equipment; (2) to revise an

existing manual to include new or changed information not
included in the previous version of the manual; or, (3) to
write changes to a manual in the form of change pages or a

supplement to the manual. The project I will be describing
is a revision to an aircraft maintenance manual that
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involves changing, adding and/or deleting a large amount of
material due to a major modification to the airplane.

The purpose for writing and the amount of material to
be included in the writing effort determine how many people

are needed to complete the project. In this case two writ
ers, who will work with a lead writer, have been assigned to

this project. The writing process begins when the lead
writer divides some of the work between the two writers by

assigning them specific sections of the manual, but reserves
several sections, he himself will complete. After receiving

their assignments the writers begin the needed research to
determine what material is to be added, changed, or deleted

from the sections each is working on. They do this by order

ing copies of the new or revised blueprints that show what
has changed as a result of the modification. Along with
these blueprints they examine other technical manuals that
deal with similar material. They also obtain information

from various design, testing, and software engineers, and
sometimes from users in the field who will eventually use

the manuals or are already using similar ones.

The writers incorporate the information they obtain
into the existing manual and add new material or delete un

necessary material by either marking up changes to a hard

copy of the manual, or typing and inserting the changes into
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an electronic file of the manual. The process of writing

thus far, for the most part, involves each writer working on
an individual basis.

Included in the research and development of each sec
tion of a manual is the procurement of illustrations that

support the written material. Each writer is responsible for
submitting requests for illustrations to the illustrators so
the necessary diagrams, figures, and illustrations can be
drawn manually or electronically and added to the text as
part of each section.
The writers interact with the lead writer as their re

search progresses, and as they begin to write their sec
tions. Lead writers are considered expert writers and are

used as resources by the less experienced writers when ques
tions arise about how something should be written, or where

missing information can be obtained.
The lead writer also checks with the writers from time

to time to see how they are progressing and whether they are

meeting the schedule. Meeting scheduled due dates for review
or publication is extremely important since adhering to the

schedule is part of the contractual agreement with the cus
tomer. The lead writer also monitors the nvunber of hours

used to complete the project since hours are budgeted, and
making

profit depends on being under budget. In essence.
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the writing

is most often driven by two factors:

making schedule, and being under budget. Both of these
factors affect how collaborative writing is accomplished

since the emphasis is on the most amount of work in the
least amount of time. This omphasis often determines how

and if, writers work collaboratively. Sometimes adding addi

tipnal writers to a E>rggect as a means of getting the job
done faster, also adds to the time it takes to complete the

project, in this case, dividing the task among three people
—two writers and a lead writer—-seems to be adequate to

complete the manual in the allotted time.
Most manuals the size of this

manual go

through at least three cycles and possibly more if the con
tract calls for more. This one will go through the normal

three cycles: draft, preliminary and final. Each cycle in
volves writing and rewriting as well as editing, proofread
ing, revising, and reviewing.
As the writers finish sections of the book for the

draft cycle, they submit them for editing. The editor reads
and edits each section of the manual and based on specific

military specifications, format guidelines, style guide
lines, and correct grammar, punctuation, and spelling, marks

up the hard copy using standard editing and proofreading
symbols. After completion of the edit the hard copy is
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returned to the writer, who then incorporates the editor's

"comments." After incorporation of the editing comments the

document is proofread.

If anything is missed, corrections

are made by the writer and the corrections are again

checked. Eachisection of #he: r^^

through the same

process until each one is completed.
When all sections of the manual are complete, the edi

tor performs an overall qhalityc^

the document for

correctness of format and inclusion of the appropriate front

matter. Copies are then made, which^are sent to engineering
for review. Various engineers check the manual for its tech
nical accuracy, and mark errors or add additional changes

that may have been left out by the writers, since the writ
ers do not always have access to the latest engineering

prior to writing their drafts. The engineers also make com
ments on a review sheet which along with the marked up copy
is returned to the writers.

The engineering changes are incorporated into the elec
tronic files of the manual, and discrepancies found by

engineering are discussed and resolved by the writer along
with the lead writer when necessary.

Each section of the manual again goes through editing

after incorporation of engineering comments, where the edi
tor looks for inconsistencies in the new or changed material
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as pfeparation-^/£^^^^^

preliminary cycle where the manii^l is

presented to the customer for review.
The editor marks any necessary changes: and the writers

again incorporate the editor's comments. Occasipnaliy a
writer may challenge or question the Siting comments^ Gpn
ferences with the writer and the lead writer are used to re

solve any differences of opinions. On other occasions when
the editor has questions about the material, a meeting is

set up with the individual writer to discuss tbese^q

tions> so it can be ascertained tliat : the editing comments do
not alter the technical content of the material.
After all sections are revised and corrected by the

writers, the editor conducts another general quality check

as preparation for siabmitting the manual to a quality assur
ance person, who reviews the manual and writes up a report
listing any errors or discrepancies found.fhese errors or

discrepancies are reviewed by the writer, the editor, and
the lead writer, and changes to the manual are made if

necessary. Copies of the manual are then sent to the cus
tomer for review.

The customer, who includes various military personnel,
reviews the manual and marks and/or writes comments on a re

view sheet, which along with the marked,up copy is returned

to technical publications. These comments are incorporated
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in the same manner as the two previous cyGieSy a^
ual is given a final quality Check using a GheGkiist as U

>

guide (see figure 1). The manual, is again presented to qucil
ity;assurance for review and signoff.

Throughout the process of producing a manual for publi
cation/ each person does his or her work for the most part,

as an individual; however they work in collaboiration with
others involved in the project through interaction in the
form of discussions, conferences, or reviews. The lead

writer guides the writers in the group through this collabo

rative process by overseeing and coordinating all aspects of

a project from the beginning of the writing effort to publi
cation of the finished manual.

Although those involved in this collaboration do not

write "together" as such, the use of editing, peer reviews,
and engineering and customer reviews,: forms part of the col
laborative process of writing the manual. Without any one of
the people or groups mentioned, the manual might fall short

of expectations, or not be completed on time. Working in
collaboration with each other, everyone involved contributes
to the overall effort to ensure the deliver quality manuals,

and therefore they share in a job well done.

In some cases when large manuals such as the one de
scribed are written, the manual also goes through a peer
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j^Q-y^xsw bsfoiTB bsing ssnt to BnginsGring/ oir to thG customsir.

Peer review groups, who review the manual as a group, are

made up of the following people: the writer who wrote the
section of the manual being reviewed, the editor, an illus
•^xator who has worked on the manual, the lead writer, a mem

ber of supervision, and the quality assurance person is also
included.

During peer,reviews, each page in every section of the
manual is checked for format, technical accuracy, and con

sistency in presentation. A list of criteria to be reviewed
is used to guide;the reviewers (see figure 2), and discrep
ancies or errors are listed on a review sheet (see figure

3). The errors or discrepancies found during a peer review
must be corrected and signed off before the manual is sent

out for review or publication. These peer reviews often take

many hours or even days to complete, but often the problems
revealed by them might otherwise go unnoticed.
The inclusion of a peer review in the writing process

depicts a shift jor transition from the normal hierarchical
!

■ ,

. .

,

■

■

mode of collaboration used in the department to a more dia

logic approach, since the members of the peer review group
share equal membership in the group, and no one member
of the group controls the final outcome of the group's
evaluation.
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The collaboration process I have described here is only

one of many methods used to accomplish writing

place. This method is successful not only because of its

systematic approach to a writing task, but also
allows for individual work to contribute to a Goilaborative
task as well as group collaboration to occur through writerlead writer interaction, peer reviews, and reviews by engi

neering groups and the customer. It is this blending of in
dividual and group effort that provides opportunities for
:Writers to experience collaboration in more than one way.

Providing opportunities to experience collabDrative

writing in the classroom can introduce and later reinforce
collaborative writing skills that can be used in a workplace

setting such as the one I have described; however to provide

these opportunities takes an approach to teaehihg writing
that is not always conventional and uses assignments that :
are not necessarily what most students expect from a compo
sition or technical communications course.

In Appendix A I describe a niamber of writing assign
ments and activities used by teachers in the field of compo
sition and technical communication to teach collaborative

writing in ways;that imitate, and often emulate how collabo
rative writing is accomplished in a real-world workplace
such as the one I have just described.
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